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a  b  s  t  r a  c t

Literature-based  discovery process  identifies  the  important but  implicit  relations  among
information  embedded  in published  literature.  Existing  techniques  from  Information
Retrieval  (IR)  and  Natural Language  Processing  (NLP) attempt to  identify  the  hidden
or  unpublished  connections  between  information  concepts within  published literature,
however,  these  techniques  overlooked the  concept of predicting the  future  and emerg-
ing  relations  among  scientific  knowledge  components  such  as  author  selected  keywords
encapsulated  within  the  literature.  Keyword  Co-occurrence  Network (KCN),  built upon
author selected  keywords,  is considered as  a knowledge  graph that  focuses  both on these
knowledge components and  knowledge  structure  of a scientific domain by  examining  the
relationships  between knowledge  entities.  Using  data  from  two  multidisciplinary  research
domains other  than  the  bio-medical  domain,  and  capitalizing on bibliometrics,  the  dynam-
icity of temporal  KCNs, and  a  recurrent  neural  network,  this study  develops some novel
features  supportive  for  the  prediction  of the future  literature-based discoveries  -  the
emerging  connections  (co-appearances  in the  same article)  among  keywords.  Temporal
importance extracted from  both  bipartite and  unipartite networks,  communities  defined
by genealogical relations, and the  relative importance  of temporal  citation counts were  used
in the  feature construction  process.  Both node and  edge-level  features  were input into a
recurrent neural  network  to forecast  the  feature  values  and  predict  the  future  relations
between  different scientific concepts/topics  represented  by  the  author  selected  keywords.
High performance  rates,  compared  both against  contemporary  heterogeneous  network-
based  method and preferential attachment  process, suggest  that  these  features complement
both the  prediction  of future  literature-based  discoveries  and emerging  trend  analysis.

© 2020 Elsevier  Ltd.  All rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Statistical bibliography or bibliometrics (Pritchard, 1969) has been supporting researchers to  address the chal-
lenges related to  the rapid growth of scholarly publications and scientific knowledge. Two network-based methods
(i.e., co-citation and keyword co-occurrences network) (Kessler, 1963) in  bibliometrics enabled researchers to
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explore the structure of scientific and technical knowledge. While the co-citation focuses on the structure of
scientific communication by  analyzing citation links, keyword co-occurrence network (KCN) or co-word network, focuses
on both knowledge components and knowledge structure by examining co-appearances of keywords found in  the scientific
literature. Therefore, it is also known as the knowledge graph (Popping, 2003). Associated as metadata information within
the scholarly publications, the author selected keywords are considered as the carriers of knowledge units, or knowledge
entities (Su & Lee, 2010). These hand-picked signal words/terms/themes/conceptual keywords not only denote the authors’
understandings of their work, the thematic context, and summarized topic of their research but also facilitate knowledge
discovery (Song, Han, Kim, Ding, & Chambers, 2013). Further, these topical concepts are  also used for indexing purpose
in digital libraries. The co-appearance of two author selected keywords in an article defines a  certain intrinsic relationship
between two  topics whereas multiple such instances denote the strength of their relationships (Yang, Wu,  & Cui, 2011). Rep-
resenting such co-occurring relationships among knowledge entities, KCN bears both theoretical and practical implications
including literature-based discovery (Choudhury & Uddin, 2016).

Literature-based discovery (Kostoff, 2005), widely spelled as Literature Based Discovery (LBD), is  the process that seeks
to discover new knowledge (innovation) from the information embedded in  published literature. In other words, the task of
the LBD system is to  exploit already known scientific knowledge to derive meaningful connections between scientific topics
those are  implicit and yet to be disclosed (Smalheiser, 2017). Hence, it is  often also referred to as hypothesis generation. In
both automated and semi-automated ways, it identifies the hidden (implicit) and important connections among knowledge
components. The rapid growth of scholarly publications and associated scientific knowledge prompted scholars to restrict
themselves within their narrow specialties (i.e., fragments within a  broad domain) and cite only from the related articles
(Ganiz, Pottenger, & Janneck, 2005). Consequently, useful connections between fragmented information remain unnoticed
due to the lack of awareness of work from mutually exclusive fragments. LBD addresses this problem of knowledge overspe-
cialization and strives to identify the implicit and novel connections from the concepts explicitly published in the scientific
literature. Preiss et al. (Preiss, Stevenson, & Gaizauskas, 2015) reported different applications of this approach including iden-
tification of treatments for diseases, drug re-purposing, disease candidate gene discovery, and drug side effect prediction.
Similarly, Henry et al. (Henry & McInnes, 2017)  reported application areas outside the biomedical domain such as efficient
water purification systems, development acceleration of developing countries, potential bio-warfare agents categorization,
climate change studies, and identification of promising research collaborations.

Most methodologies addressing LBD are based on Swanson’s ‘ABC’ model (Swanson, 1986) and predominantly rely on text
analysis (Swanson & Smalheiser, 1997). Further, most studies in LBD used MEDLINE as the literature database. Sebastian et al.
(2017a,  Sebastian, Siew, and Orimaye (2017a,b) divided existing techniques of literature-based knowledge discovery from
scientific literature into two categories: (i) traditional, and (ii) emerging approaches. The traditional approach dominates
the current research landscape. These are mainly knowledge-based and comprised of lexical statistics or graph-theoretic
methods that require domain knowledge. On  the other hand, emerging approaches prompt new trends and unprecedented
paradigm shifts in the knowledge discovery process. These methods consider the occurrence and co-occurrence frequencies
of keywords, probability distributions, association rule mining, graph data structure, temporal features, relational attributes,
and supervised classification approach. A  literature review on these methods is presented in the Related Works section.

Being a knowledge network representation technique, KCN inherently fits best in the LBD process. However, despite
their success in mapping scientific knowledge structure, the evolutionary dynamics of KCN, and metadata information (e.g.,
authors, citations) associated with scholarly articles (Ding et al., 2013) are underutilized in the existing LBD techniques.
Temporal changes of metadata information, and communities of keywords extracted from dynamic KCN are  non-trivial
factors than mere frequencies or connectivity information in  predicting the underlying implicit and complex relations
between keywords. Most importantly, existing methods in LBD concentrates on identifying the implicit or  undisclosed
relations between keywords in the published literature instead of predicting their future relations those are  yet to emerge.
This can facilitate emerging trend prediction which can be supportive for both researchers and science policymakers. To this
end, by  formulating the LBD prediction problem as a  dynamic supervised link prediction problem, we propose a recurrent
neural network (RNN)-based method to  predict the emerging associations (i.e., co-occurrences) between author defined
keywords in the scientific literature. This prediction process incorporates features constructed by leveraging the temporal
dynamics of KCNs, evolutionary metadata information (authors, citation) and genealogical communities of keywords. Due
to the temporal nature of the constructed features and binary supervised classification task, we considered the Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) - an artificial RNN architecture, suitable for sequence classification.

The research objective of this study is  to predict the emerging LBD and thus the co-evolution of knowledge entities
(author selected keywords) found in the scientific literature.  This will facilitate the prediction of emerging scientific
hypotheses. Since the prediction problem is  framed as a  supervised learning process, it requires the development of rep-
resentative features to describe and successfully classify instances (non-connected keyword pairs). Therefore, the scientific
contribution of this study is the development of some novel features by leveraging the temporal dynamics of KCNs, meta-
data information (i.e., authors, articles, citations), and finally, communities defined via deriving ancestral lineages of
keywords extracted from the dynamic KCNs. The prediction performances of the proposed features, applied over scholarly
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datasets on two topics 1 (i.e., Obesity, Sleep Apnea), including comparisons against a contemporary method based on hetero-
geneous bibliographic information network (HBIN) and preferential attachment, are also reported. These generic features
are domain independent and can be  applied to any multidisciplinary scientific disciplines to predict the emerging trends
and scientific hypotheses.

Related Works

Literature-based discovery (LBD) identifies the implicit relations from the explicit information. It  is principally used in
biomedical research where running experiments is expensive. This knowledge discovery process broadly encompasses
lexical and semantic text analyses of articles found in  the MEDLINE database. Most of the LBD techniques employed
frequency-based approaches. The underlying assumption is that discoveries are likely to  arise from logical connections
among source, intermediate, and target concepts (keywords) based on either their frequent/infrequent (co)occurrences in
the literature, or common/rare connections to a  knowledge base (Cameron et al., 2015). Gordon and Dumais (Gordon &
Dumais, 1998) took the advantages of both co-occurrence frequencies and Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) used in  analyzing
relationships between a  set of documents. Hristovski et al  (Hristovski, Stare, Peterlin, & Dzeroski, 2001)  used association rule
mining and Unified Medical Language Systems (UMLS) to  discover the relationships between medical concepts. Yetisgen-
Yildiz and Pratt developed (Yetisgen-Yildiz & Pratt, 2006)  ‘LitLinker’ that incorporated knowledge-based methodologies
with statistical approach considering the background distribution of keyword probabilities. With the help of Fuzzy Set The-
ory and probabilistic model of relationships, Wren et al. (Wren, Bekeredjian, Stewart, Shohet, & Garner, 2004) developed a
computational method to  identify large sets of relationships between unrelated items within scientific reports.

Ensemble-based approaches combined both statistical and temporal features to  find the intermediate keywords connect-
ing both source and target keywords. These approaches were explored to  find meaningful links between two  disparate sets
of articles in MEDLINE (Smalheiser, Torvik, & Zhou, 2009). Relational techniques (Ahlers, Hristovski, Kilicoglu, & Rindflesch,
2007; Hu, Li,  Yoo, Zhang, & Xu, 2005) used the explicit semantic relationships (i.e., predicates) between concepts where
such predicates were typically obtained from structured background knowledge or known a priori via domain experts. Few
approaches focused on graph data structures to discover knowledge from the literature by creating subgraphs based on
the binary relationships between literary concepts. These relationships were also drawn from semantic predications which
were extracted directly from assertions in MEDLINE literature. By weighting links using degree centrality, Wilkowski et al.
(Wilkowski et al., 2011)  developed such a  graph-theoretic approach. Their approach used an iterative greedy strategy to
create the ‘best’ subgraph with the help of semantic predications. Cameron et al. (Cameron et al., 2015) also used semantic
predication graph and introduced a  method to automatically find clusters of contextually similar paths in the graph. These
clusters were then used to identify the latent associations between disjoint concepts in the literature to reconstruct eight
scientific discoveries. Similar to most LBD methods, these graph-based data structures were also primarily constructed in
the biomedical domain using predicative relations extracted from MEDLINE literature.

Contemporary approaches developed heterogeneous networks capable of encoding richer information and better seman-
tics between various real world objects (Sun & Han, 2012). Known as Heterogeneous Bibliographic Information Network
(HBIN), these networks represent a collection of scientific publications as a  network of heterogeneous bibliographic objects
(e.g., keywords, authors etc.). HBIN allowed various information to flow across different types of objects and links to capture
the previously unknown associations between research articles. It  also harnessed the meta-path features found in  HBIN
networks to  discover the latent associations. Sebastian et al. (Sebastian, Siew, & Orimaye, 2017) used lexico-citation features
of HBIN networks to predict the co-citation links between articles from previously disconnected research areas. Similarly,
Ding et al. (Ding et al., 2013) used information from the literature in  the form of an ‘entitymetrics’ graph. The objective was
to model the latent relationships among biomedical entities (e.g. diseases, drugs) based on the existing citation relation-
ships among the corresponding articles. Apart from predicting the implicit and/or hidden relationships between disjoint
sets of articles, researchers (Liu, Yu, Guo, Sun, & Gao, 2014; Ren et al., 2014) also used HBIN to predict the citation count.
HBIN-based LBD used simple statistics and does not  require sophisticated and domain-specific NLP tools and ontologies.
It also facilitated the utilization of metadata information in constructing features for prediction task. However, to  predict
future links between author selected keywords instead of links between articles, processing HBIN and calculating meta-path
features will be computationally intensive.

One of the emerging approaches (Kastrin, Rindflesch, & Hristovski, 2016)  conjectured the task of predicting implicit
relationships as a classification task by leveraging the link prediction methodology of network science. It describes the
associations between different concepts/keywords/topics using networks where the links represent their semantic or co-
occurrence relationships. This approach was primarily used in  predicting the implicit links within a  co-occurrence network
of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms. Crichton et al. (Crichton, Guo, Pyysalo, & Korhonen, 2018) recently investigated
how inputs from four node representation algorithms affect the performance of a neural link predictor on random- and time-
sliced biomedical graphs (i.e., Drug-Target Interactions, Protein-Protein Interaction and LBD) containing information relevant
to drugs, protein and literature. Katukuri et al. (Katukuri, Xie, Raghavan, & Gupta, 2012) used manually-created features in a

1 datasets and codes are available in https://github.com/faisal-iut
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supervised link prediction task on a large-scale biomedical network of concepts co-occurrences. The objective was to  predict
links those represented scientific hypotheses in  a  time-sliced corpus. The authors extracted relevant information from the
biomedical corpus to  generate a  concept network and concept-author map. They also developed a  set of heterogeneous
features by  exploiting random walk, network neighborhood and common authorship. Wang and Zeng (Wang & Zeng, 2013)
used two-layer graphical model, called restricted Boltzmann machine, to perform similar link prediction task on  Drug-
Target Interactions (DTI) network. Their objective was  to  predict multiple types of DTIs, unknown drug-target relationships
or drug’s modes of action. However, Lu et al. (Lu, Guo, & Korhonen, 2017)  pointed out the limitation of such machine learning
models in  DTI predictions despite their high performance. This included the absence of additional information about the
characteristics of drugs, targets and DTIs, (e.g. chemical structure, genome sequence, binding types, causes of interactions,
etc.). Therefore, the authors used topological similarity indices, such as Common Neighbours and Katz (Katz, 1953) index
from complex network theory, to predict links in a  DTI network. Our study is  probably closer to this set of machine-learning
based studies however it differs in different ways which is  described later in this section.

In summary, existing research used combinations of lexical distributional statistics, graph-theoretic measures, hetero-
geneous network-based methods, and machine learning models. Predominantly capitulated on MEDLINE database, most
existing methods require domain knowledge to interpret relations between knowledge entities (drug, target, protein, gene
etc.). Graph-theoretic methods considered static networks which is  unable to capture the temporal aspects of network
evolution such as ‘recency’, genealogical traits (origins of relationships), and time-variant frequencies crucial for predicting
the emerging associations in evolving networks. Despite the merits of existing approaches, there exists lack of generalized
predictive features applicable to  any research domain. These features should be free from any domain-specific knowledge-
base for semantic-based predicative relationships or  relax the requirements of domain experts for interpretation. It  should
accommodate metadata information which is commonly associated with any scientific literature like authors, keywords,
affiliation etc, and integrate the temporal information since scientific knowledge structure is inherently dynamic. These facts
are the motivation behind this study. Further, in most cases, these methods focused only on identifying implicit(hidden)
relationships between scientific concepts which are yet to be recognized from their explicit relations instead of predicting
the future relations those are yet to emerge. To this end, this study develops a  recurrent neural network-based method to
predict emerging LBD instead of identifying the hidden relations between keywords/concepts. It manifests the knowledge
evolution as a dynamic process and leverages the evolutionary aspects of knowledge graphs, temporal recency and citation
information to  develop hand-crafted features suitable for the prediction task. Note that while co-occurrence associations
between scientific concepts are  commonly used in  LBD (Kastrin, Rindflesch, & Hristovski, 2014) by the term emerging LBD,
we denote the emergence of co-occurrence relationships between author selected keywords those are yet to be  discovered.

2. Scholarly Datasets

We  extracted our scholarly datasets on two topics and the source of these datasets is  ‘Scopus’ -the largest abstract and
citation database of peer-reviewed literature. The first search keyword was ‘sleep apnea’, also spelled as sleep apnoea,
and the second keyword was ‘obesity’. The first topic is  related to the serious sleep disorder that occurs when a person’s
breathing is interrupted or a person experiences periods of shallow breathing during sleep. The second topic is related to
overweight and represents a  complex disorder involving the accumulation of excessive body fat to an extent such that it
may have negative impact on health of individuals. Article metadata information including publication year, title, authors,
affiliations, author selected keywords and citation count were extracted from the Scopus digital library by considering the
following constraints: (i) article published in  English journals, (ii) the search keywords are present in the article’s titles and
abstracts, and (iii) articles published within the duration 2007-2016. For the sake of brevity, Gs and Go will be used to denote
the dataset related to  sleep apnea and obesity respectively for the rest of the article.

The author selected keywords are crucial to know about the thematic context, topics and related concepts of the cor-
responding scholarly articles. Recent advances in network science (Börner, Sanyal, & Vespignani, 2007) have prompted
researchers to address the mapping and understanding of scientific knowledge evolution via different types of bibliometric
networks. These networks consist of nodes representing different scholarly items like publications, journals, researchers, or
keywords and edges indicating the relations between pairs of nodes. According to  Van Eck and Waltman (Van Eck & Waltman,
2014), the most commonly studied types of relations are: (i) citation relations, (ii) keyword co-occurrence relations, and
(iii) co-authorship relations. To predict the emerging relations between different scientific concepts/keywords, we took the
advantage of temporal keyword co-occurrence relations and constructed dynamic KCNs in  both Gs and Go for each year.
Therefore, as an integral part of dynamic KCN construction. we  extracted author selected keywords appeared in more than
one articles. Keywords failed to  gain such minimum attention from the research community were considered to  be irrele-
vant to  the corresponding research and thus discarded. Keyword extraction phase was  followed by the text processing phase
that includes text cleaning and transformation. Authors used different spellings and acronyms to represent their keywords
those represent same semantic meaning. Firstly, any unwanted space and other discriminators were eliminated from the
keyword list with the help of NLTK text pre-processing tools (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009). This step also included lower-casing
all keywords, removing singular-plural differences (e.g., epidemiological studies ↔ epidemiological study, dilator muscles
↔ dilator muscle) and lemmatization of some commonly used keywords (e.g., dreaming ↔  dream). Secondly, semantically
related common keywords were uniformly presented by using one representative word for all (e.g., aspect ↔ feature). Most
widely used abbreviated keywords were kept unchanged however others were changed to it’s full forms (e.g., bmi  ↔  body
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Table 1
Basic statistics of two scholarly datasets

Dataset # Articles #  Authors # Keywords Duration

Gs 29203 37268 10721 2007-2016
Go 107745 210023 11643 2007-2016

Table 2
Yearly statistics of nodes (author selected keywords) and edges (co-appearances) in keyword co-occurrence networks (KCNs), and average citation count
per  article in Gs=Sleep Apnea and Go=Obesity

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Gs

Nodes 388 459 470 496 536 584 634 583
Edges  689 773 688 786 977 1054 1280 1144
Citation 33.834 30.029 23.689 21.616 16.287 12.163 9.631 5.343

Go

Nodes 2112 2355 2090 2299 2400 2634 2633 3216
Edges  8286 8820 9478 10925 13096 14837 14380 16349
Citation 25.645 20.188 15.907 10.901 6.727 3.471 0.882 6.952

mass index). There were some abbreviations with different full forms (e.g., egfr ↔  (estimated glomerular filtration rate,
epidermal growth factor receptor)). In  these cases, the content of the corresponding article was  verified to identify the right
full form. Besides, all numbers and their corresponding roman forms were used in number format. Basic dataset statistics
including the number of these cleaned and transformed keywords are presented in Table 1.  Due to the inherent bias associ-
ated with the search keywords, they were filtered out from the final pool of author selected keywords in  both datasets. It  is
noteworthy that although the data collection period includes 2007, however, in  the experiment, we  considered 2008-2014
duration as our actual training period. This fact will be explained in  the later section.

3. Background

3.1. Knowledge Evolution and Dynamic KCN

Currently, scientific knowledge creation is dynamic and interdisciplinary in nature where different avenues of research
converge and new connections emerge among disjoint and existing areas of science (Pan, Sinha, Kaski, & Saramäki, 2012).
This knowledge is  generally incremental except few revolutionary and fundamental changes. The development and evolution
of science and technology create new knowledge from the previously accumulated and ubiquitous information (Lee, Yoon,
& Park, 2009). New hypotheses are being postulated by  encompassing existing scientific concepts from multiple domains.
Agusti Canals (Canals, 2005)  pointed out that the diffusion of scientific knowledge can be  mapped into a  network structure
where knowledge propagates via interactions among networked agents. A knowledge graph (network) is a  specific kind of
knowledge representation technique that uses a semantic network structure where nodes are keywords and edges represent
their causal relationships (Popping, 2003). In addition to  causal relationships, statistically significant and non-trivial co-
occurrence patterns of keywords also represent their semantic affinity (Montemurro & Zanette, 2013)  and relatedness
(Schulz et al., 2014). To generate such knowledge graph in  this study, using the extracted, cleaned, and processed keywords,
as described above, dynamic Keyword Co-occurrence Networks (KCNs) were constructed for each year in 2008-2015.

KCN is defined as an undirected network G(V, E) where V is the set of nodes representing the author selected keywords
and E is  the set of edges representing their co-appearances in  the same article. Multiple such co-appearances define the edge
weights which are ignored in this study. Instead of considering the crude co-occurrences between author selected keywords,
this study considered a normalization index, defined by van Eck and Waltman, known as the assoication-strength (Eck &
Waltman, 2009). By using this index, the similarity Sij between two  keywords i and j is  defined as Sij = cij

si×sj , where cij denotes

the count of co-occurrences, si and sj denote the total occurrences of keyword i and j respectively. After choosing a threshold
value ı, we considered all co-occurrences where Sij ≥ ı. In this study, we  considered ı =  � −  �  where, � � are the mean and
standard deviation of the association strength scores fro all co-occurrences. Since it is  out of the scope of this study, we left
for the future studies to  explore methods to identify the optimal threshold value.

Dynamic KCNs are the temporal networks Gt = (vt , et)  for time period t =  1, 2,  .. ., T  where vt is the set of nodes or keywords
and et ∈ Et is  the set of edges connecting the set of keywords vt ∈ V at time t.  These edges at time t can be  new or recurring.
Table 2 provides statistics of the number of nodes (keywords) and edges (co-occurrences) per year in both datasets including
average citation counts for articles containing the nodes as their author selected keywords. In Table 3,  we present the basic
statistics of the evolutionary patterns observed in dynamic KCN for both Go and Gs.  The dynamicity of keyword co-occurrences
denotes that new research topics, hypotheses, or directions emerge over time through co-appearances of existing keywords.
Three different scenarios can be observed in  dynamic KCNs.

As observable in Table 3,  firstly, new edges emerge each year when new keywords co-appear in articles. Secondly, new
keywords form edge with old (existing) keywords (appeared in  previous years). Finally, edges are formed in a  year between
two old keywords from the previous year(s), where these old keywords appeared in different articles but not co-appeared
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Table 3
Evolutionary statistics of nodes (author selected keywords) and edges (co-occurrences in the same article) for two datasets in this study. Vt = keywords in
year  t, Vn =  new keywords each year, Vo = old keywords from the previous year(s), E =  edges, Eo↔o = recurring edges between v  ∈ Vo , E′

o↔o = new edges
between v ∈ Vo ,  En↔o =  edges between v  ∈  Vo and v ∈  Vn , En↔n =  edges between v  ∈  Vn . The term ‘old’ in a particular year denotes the set of keywords
appeared in the previous year(s)

year Vt Vn Vo E Eo↔o E′
o↔o En↔o En↔n

Gs 2007 857 857 0  1486 0  0  0 1486
2008  968 572 396 1690 144 530 777 239
2009  978 438 540 1587 202 609 636 140
2010  1000 332 668 1648 264 800 483 101
2011 1172 345 827 2264 387 1166 599 112
2012 1240 279 961 2399 271 1524 531 73
2013 1328 272 1056 2715 424 1692 539 60
2014 1367 291 1076 2728 500 1605 502 121
2015 1262 157 1105 2347 512 1530 235 70

Go 2007 3207 3207 0  15725 0  0  0 15725
2008  3515 1217 2298 16826 3167 8995 4336 328
2009  4206 1709 2497 21122 4515 9091 6695 821
2010  4696 1152 3544 24093 6578 13154 4094 267
2011 5059 658 4401 29261 6514 19962 2698 87
2012 5426 364 5062 32663 9944 20900 1744 75
2013 5418 77 5341 32076 11702 19987 382 5
2014 4283 738 3545 22410 6522 12386 3251 251
2015 4466 367 4099 23606 8043 13860 1548 155

in the same article. The term ‘old’ in any particular year t denotes the set of keywords appeared in  year(s) prior to t.  For
example, in  Gs for the year 2010, the number of Vo is  668 which denotes that out of Vt = 1000 keywords in 2010, 668
keywords appeared within 2007-2009. It is observable from the table that the number of new keywords normally decreases.
When a new hypothesis gains considerable attention in the subsequent years, the related keywords become significant. This
fact prompts expansion of these keywords’ degree through new or recurring relations. Besides, new relations between old
keywords Eo↔o were found to be dominating which is  the generic trend in inter-disciplinary research. Further, the growth
of edges in E′

o↔o implies that most new hypotheses emerge across existing keywords, topics, and/or concepts. Conversely,
sporadic nature of new hypothesis generation across new keywords is observable via the decreasing number of edges in
En↔n. Delayed consumption of new concepts by  the scientific communities can be attributed as a  cause. In  case of  En↔o,
we observed that a  lot of edges are formed with the most central keywords within the research domain which is true for
knowledge network evolution (preferential attachment).

3.2. Preferential Attachment

The generation of author selected keywords is  governed by the inherent rules of scholarly communication which is
also known as preferential attachment (Zhao, Mao, & Lu, 2018). In citation-based scholarly communication, few articles
within a research area will draw most attention and subsequently acquire most citations. These articles are considered as
the representatives of the corresponding research area. Essentially, authors select keywords for their new articles either
from the existing pool of keywords previously used or generate new ones conjoined with the existing ones. Therefore, few
representative keywords having high degree centrality can always be found in KCNs (Choudhury & Uddin, 2016).

This phenomenon is  demonstrated in Fig. 1 using two keywords Life course and Endothelial dysfunction (green coloured)
from Go (a-c) and Gs (d-f) respectively in  three different times. In these figures, the red and navy coloured keywords are
the existing keywords where the former denote the representative keywords in the respective research domain. The size
variances of the keywords represent their degree of connections in the KCN of the corresponding time. The edge thickness
represents the edge weights. From these network snapshots, it is observable that although new keywords emerge in associ-
ation with less-acquainted (relatively unfamiliar) keywords in the corresponding research area in  the beginning, however,
gradually, they tend to co-appear with the representative keywords (e.g., cardiovascular disease in Go and metabolic syn-
drome in  Gs). For example, the endothelial dysfunction formed association with the keyword erectile dysfunction in  the year
2008. In the year 2011, it formed associations with the high degree keywords such as inflammation, hypoxia, metablic syn-
drome. In the year 2014, it acquired connections with more divergent high degree keywords of the domain (e.g., hypertension,
sleep). These figures demonstrate how a  new keyword emerge by connecting with unfamiliar keyword(s) at first and giving
rise to new hypotheses (Henry &  McInnes, 2019)  and later on achieve endorsement from the representative topics (high
degree keywords). It  is  also observable that over time, some keywords (e.g., epidemiology in  Go and metabolic syndrome in
Gs) achieve further new connections which are visible by the number of nodes connected to them and their edge weights
in the year 2014. Hence, the rich club phenomena is  also evident in dynamic KCN which can be captured by the degree
centrality of the corresponding representative keywords.

In Fig. 2,  we present the degree distribution (Fig. 2a  & 2 c)  by fraction of keywords in  KCN built upon their co-occurrences
(normalized) found in  two different durations, 2007-11 and 2012-15 respectively. The right ‘heavy-tailed’ distributions in
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Fig. 1. Temporal patterns of co-occurrences between new and existing keywords demonstrated by two example keywords Life course and Endothelial
dysfunction in Go and Gs respectively. All network snapshots are timestamped and present the evolving connection patterns of the example keywords
(green coloured) with the existing keywords (red and navy coloured) of the respective research domain. The  red coloured keywords are the representative
keywords of the domain those acquire more connections over time. The size of the node represents to the corresponding keyword’s degree of connections.
The  thickness of the edges represents corresponding edge weights.

Fig. 2. The degree distribution (a,c) and powerlaw fit (b, d) computed by considering the complementary cumulative distribution function over degree
distribution of KCN during two  intervals (2007-2011) and (2012-2015) in both Gs and Go respectively.

Fig. 2a and 2 c denote resemblance to the Barabasi-Albert model (Barabási & Albert, 1999)  which assumes preferential
attachment for the underlying network growths and explains the formation of power laws in  the degree distributions of
networks. Networks with power law distribution have many nodes with small degree and few nodes with very large degree. In
two different durations, we observe that the underlying network growths follow preferential attachment model. In (Fig. 2b
& 2 d), we present the powerlaw-fit with the help of powerlaw package (Alstott & Bullmore, 2014) which supports the
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The package also allows to  calculate the  ̨ of the formula p(x) =  Cx˛

for which we observed that the range was ˛∼= 2.56 − 3.5 for both scenarios.

3.3. Recursive Centrality

Alongside the classical degree centrality measure, researchers attempted to define custom metrics to denote nodal impor-
tance. In one such study, Klimek et al. (Klimek, Jovanovic, Egloff, & Schneider, 2016) developed a  bipartite relations using
term-document matrix and proposed a recursively defined document centrality measure to denote the importance of  sci-
entific documents. According to their assumption, a  list  of documents is considered central if these consume a  large number
of central terms those in  turn also are consumed by a  large number of central documents. We  adopt the concept of this
recursive centrality for the keywords in  KCNs instead of document centrality. Following the conceptualization of recursive
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Table 4
Frequently Used Notations

Notation Description

kgp , kp , kc , kg Four keyword types: Grandparent, Parent, Children, Guest
vaut ,  vatt Two variants of recursive centrality values for keyword v at time t (year)

calculated from keyword-author and keyword-article bipartite relations
Naut ,  Natt Sets of top N  central keywords in year t  by

considering the bipartite network centrality measures

document centrality measures, two recursive keyword centrality measures were developed for each keyword v in  each year
t of the training period. Before jumping into the detailed definition of this recursive centrality, Table 4 provides descriptions
of some notations those will be used frequently in  the sections below.

The first centrality measure considers the keyword-author bipartite relations whereas the second considered the
keyword-article relation. In the case of the first bipartite network, the intuition behind a  keyword’s importance is defined by
the number of central authors who, in  turn, also use a large number of central keywords. We considered all keywords from
the normalized KCN developed in  section 3.1. We  constructed a keyword-author adjacency matrix MA×K for each year t in the
training period. It is  worth mentioning that we  considered the first name and last name of the authors and manually verified
with the affiliation information to perform author name disambiguation. Although the objective of this manual author name
disambiguation was to find all publications that belong to a given author and distinguish them from publications of other
authors who share the same name, however, exploration of other methods for the same purpose is left for future studies.
The adjacency matrix M is a  binary matrix of size |A| × |K| where A and K  denote the set of authors and keywords respectively
in year t. An entry in  matrix M is  1 if the author a ∈ A uses the keyword k ∈ K in his/her article. Starting with an example
author ai in year t, for each keyword ki used by  this author, we can reach all other authors who  also used ki in their articles.
Iterating this procedure twice, we reach all the authors in two-hop distances from author ai. These authors used keyword(s)
that are also used by  author(s) sharing some keywords with author ai. This measure accumulates the number of different
paths available among authors through their keyword usages. Higher number represents the fact that the corresponding
keyword is  pervasive across the research domain and thus more central and familiar to the key authors. To calculate recursive
keyword centrality in this way, two vectors  k and  a are  defined recursively:

 k(n, t) =
∑

aM(t) a(n − 1, t)

 k(0,  t)
,  a(n, t)  =

∑
kM(t) k(n − 1, t)

 a(0,  t)
(1)

with n represents the number of iterations.  k(0, t) and  a(0, t) denote the initial conditions as  k (0, t) =
∑

a ∈ A M(t)  and
 a (0, t) =

∑
k ∈ K M(t). The values of  k can have different interpretations. The initial condition  k(0, t) denotes the degree

centrality of a  keyword. For different values of n = 1, 2,  3. ..,  k assigns weights to individual keywords considering the
number of authors consuming them in  their articles. Therefore, high values of  k correspond to  the keywords selected
by a large number of authors who used large number of such keywords. Conversely, low values represent the keywords‘
specificity and relevance to limited number of research issues. Similar observations are also true in case of psia.  The number
of iterations converged and found stable at n = 20. We also attempted higher value of n,  however, similar to  the values at
n = 20 were returned by the algorithm at higher values. In this way, for each year t in the training period, we calculated a
vector of z-score normalized recursive keyword centrality values Caut by following the algorithm, from the keyword-author
bipartite relationships. Likewise, another recursive keyword centrality measure Catt was computed from the keyword-article
bipartite relationships in each year t of the training interval. In addition to these recursive centrality measures, to compare
our analyses with a traditional centrality measure, we  also calculated degree centrality values of keywords Cdt ,  extracted
from the normalized unipartite keyword-keyword relations in KCN (please see section 3.1) for each year t. Future studies
can calculate other centrality values to compare the results further.

3.4. Genealogical Typology

As mentioned earlier, due to prevailing preferential attachment in evolution of dynamic KCNs, there exists a  set of  most
central keywords which exercise greater influence over the structure of the network. It was  observed that other keywords
generally tend to form relations with these rich keywords by co-appearing in  same articles. To predict the future co-evolution
of keywords, this fact is required to take into consideration. In this study, we capitalize the idea of preferential attachment,
but in a  different way.

We  defined a keyword’s genealogical community membership in  each year to  denote it’s  current ancestral relation with
the central keyword(s) of the previous year. The underlying objective here was  to capture the evolution of a keyword’s lineage
to its ancestry. Genealogy is  the study of family tree and a  genealogy graph is used to portray the complex evolving relation
originating from the ancestors. We  defined a keyword’s family relationship in a particular year t based on it’s  relation with
the central keywords from previous year t − 1 where the centrality of keywords was  measured by considering the centrality
measures defined above. This approach would label keywords according to the type of their ancestral relationships (e.g.,
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Fig. 3. Genealogical communities of keywords by considering a  set of keywords with high recursive centrality values (i.e., Nau
t−1) computed from keyword-

author  bipartite relationships. Keywords with high centrality values at timestamp t − 1 are  designated as grandparents (kgp) at timestamp t. Direct
neighbours of these grandparents belong to  parents (kp) community, and two-hop neighbours are designated as children (kc). Rest of the keywords
are  designated as guests (kg).

grandparents, parents, child or guest) and help us understand the impact of these relationship types in their co-occurrences.
The construction of the genealogical communities is described below:

3.5. Genealogical Community and KCN Evolution

In our dynamic KCN, we defined four types of communities for keywords, namely, grandparents (kgp), parents (kp), chil-
dren (kc) and guests (kg). Grandparents kgp in year t  are the top-N  central keywords from year t − 1 according to  a centrality
measures. Here, the word ‘central’ denotes higher values of a  chosen centrality measure from the three aforementioned cen-
trality measures (i.e., two recursive and one degree centrality). In other words, these are  the most frequent and influential
keywords both in regards to the contents of metadata information (e.g.,author and article) and in  forming relations with
other keywords. We  experimented with the number of grandparents ranging from 10 − 200 by considering two recursive
centrality measures. Interestingly, we  found that having N �  20 grandparents in  each year does not change the prediction
performance (described later) significantly in  both datasets. Therefore, we designated the top 20 keywords as grandparents
by considering the chosen centrality measures. In this way, we got three sets of top-20 central keywords based on our three
centrality measures (i.e., Caut−1,  Catt−1,  and Cdt−1). Secondly, we define the parents, children and guests. Parents (kp)  are  the
keywords having direct relations (i.e., an edge is observed between them) with kgp in the year t.  Children (kc) are the neigh-
boring nodes of kp keywords but not Kgp.  Alternatively, kp keywords are considered as the common neighbours between kgp

and kc.  Once these three communities of keywords (i.e. kgp,  kp,  kc) are labeled, rest of the were designated as guests (kg).
These guests keywords had maximum distance from the grandparents. In  this way, four genealogical communities of all key-
words appearing in  a particular year were defined. In  our experimental setup, we use top-20 keywords from year (t  =  0) (i.e.,
2007) for the first training year (t =  1)  (i.e., 2008), though this year (t =  0) is not included within our training period. This fact
was mentioned in the earlier section. 2.  We  also assigned a  score for each keyword according to its genealogical community
membership. The successive order of keyword’s genealogical community score is: score(kgp)  »  score(kp) >  score(kc)  >  score(kg).
Being most influential in the previous year, the grandparents (i.e., kgp) were assigned the highest score in a year. Scores for
the other three keyword types (i.e., kp,kc,kg) were defined according to their distance from the grandparents kgp. Being the
most distant ones, kg (guests) are  assigned with lowest community score. The process of assigning a keyword’s genealogical
community scores is depicted in  Fig. 3. The relative size of each keyword in this figure represents the weight of the score
(i.e. greater sizes for higher values). In  this figure, Naut−1 denotes the set of ton-N central keywords by considering recursive
centrality values vaut extracted from the keywords-authors network.

Considering three sets of centrality measures of keywords (i.e., vaut , vatt and vdt ), a keyword belonging to one genealogical
community (e.g., grandparent) in one set, might belong to  different community (e.g., parent) in  another. This effectively
means that if a keyword becomes grandparent by  considering the vaut , it may  not necessarily be true in  case of other centrality
measures (i.e., vatt or  degree centrality). Likewise, considering the same centrality measure, a  keyword can belong to different
genealogical community in different year(s). In Fig. 4,  a comparative representation of these variations is  presented for some
keywords in  Gs dataset. This figure presents network snapshots in  Gs considering six keywords (i.e., atherosclerosis, morbid
obesity, diagnosis, excessive daytime sleepiness, behavior, and compliance) in  different years. It is  evident that there exists
some commonality of keywords in both datasets since some of these keywords resemble to  those in the Go dataset. Since the
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Fig. 4. Temporal variations of genealogical traits demonstrated by  keywords depending on the centrality measures used in Go dataset. All  network snapshots
are  timestamped including the centrality measure used to identify the genealogical traits. The color codes represent the genealogical communities of
keywords: red  (grandparent), green (parent) and blue (child). The size of the node represents to  the keyword’s corresponding centrality measures.

commonality is  out of the scope of this study, we leave it for future studies where domain experts can contribute towards
literature based discovery related to these two domains together. However, our initial investigation revealed that excess
weight and increased BMI  are the strongest risk factors associated with the development of obstructive sleep apnea. The
first row in this figure presents the network snapshots in the year 2011 and the second presents snapshots in  the year 2014.
In each row, the left snapshot presents the genealogical typologies (i.e., communities) of keywords identified by considering
the recursive centrality (i.e.,  vatt ) computed from keyword-article bipartite relations. The snapshots in the middle column
present the genealogical typologies of keywords identified by considering the recursive centrality (.i.e., vaut )  computed from
keyword-author bipartite network. The right column presents the similar by considering the keyword’s degree centrality.
Color codes represent different types of the keywords: grandparent (red), parent (green), and child (blue). The sizes of  the
nodes and labels denote corresponding centrality values. It  is  observable that keywords can belong to different communities
in different years by  considering different centrality measures used in this study. For example, consider the genealogical
communities of the keyword diagnosis.  In the year 2011, it was  designated as ‘grandparent’ by considering vatt ,  whereas
considering the same centrality measure, it belonged to the ‘parent’  community in 2014. Surprisingly, the later is also true
(parent) when recursive centrality measure vaut was  considered in the year 2011. Similar observations are evident in  case of
the keyword behaviour
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Table  5
Number of nodes (keywords) according to different genealogical typologies (i.e., communities) defined in this  study and edges (keyword pairs) between
different typologies of keywords. GP represents the grandparents keywords, P represents the parents, C represents the children and G represents the guests
keywords. Similarly, EP denotes the edges between parent keywords, and EGP ↔ P denotes the edges between grandparent and parent keywords.

Year P C G EGP↔P EGP↔C EGP↔G EP EP↔C EP↔G EC EC↔G EG

Gs

2008 197 95 147 66 27  52  91 70 86  15 46 26
2009 179 84 187 65 32  56  89 62 95  13 30 32
2010 189 98 189 70 29  58  97 48 101 9 34 26
2011  225 116 175 81 29  52  112 64 115 13 41 25
2012  243 127 194 103 51  49  151 94 104 19 49 23
2013  273 167 174 99 45  52  156 121 114 23 49 24
2014  235 156 172 100 53  35  141 140 66  31 64 27
Go

2008 1198 811 326 425 288 102 2206 1853 590 289 219 24
2009 1122 716 232 430 276 68  2252 1729 413 346 167 11
2010 1286 756 237 485 264 82  2828 1813 402 299 126 15
2011  1403 766 211 515 248 52  3138 1865 409 339 137 12
2012  1560 864 190 610 285 46  4130 2373 438 305 96 5
2013  1585 853 175 540 298 71  4005 2533 427 357 104 5
2014  1528 1376 295 562 435 66  4553 3578 532 658 195 20

Fig. 5. Total number of new edges (left) and average number of new edges (right) acquired by both grandparent (GP) and parent (P) keywords collectively
and individually over  7  years (2008-2014).

In Table 5,  basic statistics of nodes (keywords) and different types of edges (keyword co-occurrences) formed between
keywords belonging to different genealogical communities are presented. In this table, we ignored the grandparent keywords
since for each year it was the top-20 keywords from the previous year. Consequently, edges among the grandparent keywords
were also ignored since they were trivial in  comparison to the other types of edges. In both datasets, we found that edges
among keywords belonging to  the parent community dominate in  numbers. This fact is correlated with the increasing
number of edges between grandparents and parents over time. Considering the sizes (i.e., number of articles and keywords)
of both datasets, Gs harbours more guest keywords and edges. However, the ratio of edges between children and guest
keywords are similar in both datasets. The children and guest keywords tend to form edges with parents more than the
grandparents.

This chronology of descendants not  only helped us understand the temporal trends of topics and research hypotheses
developments but also attribute specificity in  preferential attachment. For example, in  absence of such typologies, we  would
consider grandparents and parent keywords not only in  the same category and but also the richest since these would acquire
most of the emerging edges. From this table, we can also observe the fact that there exists some emerging parent keywords
competing with the grandparents in accruing new links over time. However, on average, the grandparents were still the
most appealing collectively in  accumulating most new relations formed each year. This phenomenon is depicted in  Fig. 5
where we observe the total number of links acquired by  both grandparent and parent keywords during 2008-2014 in  both
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Fig. 6. Percentage of different types edges among keywords from different genealogical communities with respect to  the total number of edges in the test
year (i.e., 2015).

datasets. It  also presents the average number of new edges acquired by each individual keywords from both categories.
These figures demonstrate that while parent keywords compete with grandparents in attracting new links, however, the
representative keywords - the grand parents - are still the biggest achiever on average. While this signifies the preferential
attachment, however, such classification using genealogical traits will allow us to comprehend the evolutionary growth of
KCNs better and thus help in  science mapping.

In Fig. 6,  we observe how this ancestral relationships helped us to  classify the edge types in the test year (i.e., 2015). In
this figure, we present the percentage of different types of edges, as presented in Table 5,  with respect to the total number
of edges. It  is  evident from this figure that the keywords belonging to the parent community play crucial roles in  emerging
relations than any other keyword types. In both datasets, the parent keywords dominate in  attracting both descendants and
antecedents to  form emerging relations.

4. Research Methodology

We  frame the future LBD prediction problem as a  learning-based link prediction task. Predicting co-evolution of author
selected keywords or  identifying implicit future relationships between them can be mapped to the dynamic supervised link
prediction model from network science. In this section, we describe our research methodology to  construct such a  predictive
model that incorporates both nodal and edge features, and a  recurrent neural network for both feature forecasting and
classification.

4.1. Dynamic Supervised Link Prediction

For the purpose of link prediction, the total duration in  each dataset was split into two  non-overlapping intervals, T  and
T + 1,  known as the training and test phase. The primary objective of dynamic supervised link prediction framework is to
analyze the temporal topological structure and nodes‘ attributes in the network of training phase GT(VT,  ET)  to predict the
emergence of future edges in the network of test phase GT+1(VT,  ET+1). In dynamic network perspective, GT is sampled using
an aggregation granularity to generate a time series of network snapshots. Due to the data collection granularity this study
used yearly window size to sample the network GT and generate time series of network snapshots. It  is impractical to  predict
the edges between nodes that are absent in  the training network. Therefore, VT is the set of nodes appearing in  both phases.
Then, we  prepared our classification dataset consists of the instances of non-connected keyword-pairs in the training phase.
Each instance is labeled either positive or negative based on its appearance as a  true link in  the test network. The supervised
method for link prediction problems needs to  predict the emerging edges by successfully discriminating the positive and
negatively labeled keyword-pairs within the classification dataset. Hence, supervised link prediction is considered as a  binary
classification task by learning positive and negative instances with the help of interesting features describing each instance.
A classification model requires effective features for training purposes. To perform this task, we  constructed novel features
(described later) by incorporating temporal information, network structure, and genealogical community memberships of
the author selected keywords. The feature values for both positive and negative instances were computed by considering
each network snapshot at timestamps t0,  t1,  t2, ..  .  tn ∈ T. Here, each timestamp represents a  year in  the training phase T
(i.e., 2008-2014). A recurrent neural network (described below) was also employed to forecast the feature values for each
instance in the test phase. These forecasted feature values were input into a  classifier for the classification purpose.

To measure the classification performance, there are mainly two  categories of evaluation metrics in  a  supervised learning
problem: (i) Fixed threshold metrics like accuracy, precision, recall (ii) k-equivalents and Threshold curves like precision-
recall (P-R) curve and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) (Yang, Lichtenwalter, & Chawla, 2015). The threshold curves like
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ROC curve and P-R curve are two dimensional curves. In ROC curve, true positive rates are plotted on the Y-axis and false
positive rates are plotted on the X-axis. In P-R curve, Y-axis is for precision and X-axis is for recall. P-R curve provides better
measurement in  case of class distribution with large skewness. It also performs better in  providing more insight regarding
the exposure of class differences.

4.2. Feature Engineering

To support the supervised link prediction task, we constructed different features by taking advantage of different recur-
sive centrality measures and genealogical communities extracted from temporal KCN. These features assessed the influence
of keywords with regards to the authors and articles and leveraged the temporal significance of evolving networks. Before
generating features for keyword-pairs (edge-level), we first identified different characteristics of individual keyword’s impor-
tance. The rationale behind this is to contemplate different levels of significance each keyword carries with regards to both
network importance and ancestral lineages. We also considered accumulated citation scores over time for each keyword to
construct citation-based features. Since, these features only pertain to one keyword, some aggregation functions are needed
to combine/aggregate the individual feature value of the corresponding keywords in  a keyword pair. To illustrate further,
consider the fact that if either(or both) of the keywords are prolific or  belong to the same community, it is  more likely
that they will co-occur. Before aggregation, the individual measure denotes the proliferation rate of individual keyword -
its community membership, or temporal activeness (number of co-occurrences). Aggregation of these individual features
yields the aggregated features which are meaningful for each individual keyword pairs in  dynamic link prediction. Hence,
aggregation of keyword-specific features develops features for each keyword pairs. In this study’s context, we assume that
the higher the aggregated feature values for a  non-connected keyword pair, the more likely that those two keywords will
co-occur. In the following section, we describe the features used in  the classification task.

4.2.1. Keyword centrality
For each keyword, we  considered three centrality measures as node-level features. Two  recursive centrality measures,

computed over keyword-author (vaut ) and keyword-article (vatt ) bipartite networks as defined in  section 3.3, and degree
centrality (vdt ) for comparison’s sake.

4.2.2. Temporal community importance
This is the first edge-level aggregated feature we  computed for each non-connected keyword pair for the link prediction

purpose. The objective of this feature was to capitalize both the origin information (genealogical community) and current
network importance (centrality measures) of both keywords in  a keyword pair. We  first multiply individual keyword’s
genealogical community score (section 3.5) with its corresponding network importance computed by a  chosen centrality
value for each year in  the training period. The former denotes the keyword’s relation with previous year’s central keyword
(i.e., keyword’s family lineage or origin information) and the later denotes its degree on connections. This way generates
the individual temporal community importance score for each keyword in a  year. Individual temporal community score
put more values on the grandparent and parent keywords than those of children and guest keywords. The final temporal
community score for a  keyword pair in each year t was the total of individual temporal community score for each keyword
in that pair. Hence, for a keyword pair (a, b)  in  each year t  of the training period, the temporal community importance score
was computed as:

scoreHt (a, b)  =  gat · vat +  gbt · vbt (2)

where gat and vat denote the genealogical community score (3.5) and the chosen centrality score (3.3)  of keyword a. By
considering the temporal sequences of scoreHt (a, b), we built a  time series of this aggregated feature for each instance of
non-connected keyword pair (a, b). Since we considered three centrality values (i.e., vaut ,  vatt and vdt )  for each keyword v,
the following notations will be used to denote three variants of this feature value: scoreHau(a, b) to  denote the temporal
community importance score for an edge (a, b) where recursive centrality measures of keywords a and b were extracted
from the keyword-author bipartite network. Similarly, scoreHat(a, b) will denote the same feature value where recursive
centrality measures were extracted from the keyword-article network. Finally, scoreH

d
(a, b) will be used to  denote the same

feature value where degree centrality values of keywords a and b were considered.

4.2.3. Citation-weighted Recency
An individual keyword’s citation count represents its influence factor over other keywords. There exist few considerable

facts in temporal citation-based feature computation. Firstly, domain-specific and representative keywords generally achieve
higher citation counts than the others. Secondly, old keywords accumulate more citations over time then new keywords.
Conversely, some new keywords can gain significance quickly and acquire relatively high citation then other insignificant
but old keywords. Third, considering our training period (i.e., 2008-2014), an article published in  2008 gets more time to
be cited than an article published in 2014. Finally, training year closer to  the test period (e.g., 2014) is more significant than
earlier years in computing the feature score since recently appeared keywords are  more likely to come together in near
future, a fact known as ‘recency’ in link prediction task (Yang, Chawla, Sun, & Hani, 2012).
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Therefore, we  considered temporal factors of keyword’s appearances including current or distant appearances over time
and introduced a  relative influence factor to compute citation weighted recency. Since citation count and temporal recency
are applicable to individual keywords, it requires to aggregate these counts for keyword-pairs. For each keyword pair in year
t, we first aggregated their total citation counts. Then, we  assigned a temporal recency score depending on their appearances
in a particular year. The recent their appearances are, or alternatively, the closer their co-appearances were to the test year,
the higher their recency score. For example, consider a  non-connected keyword pair (a, b) in  the test phase. For this keyword
pair (a, b), let � denotes the chronological index of the training years � ∈ [1, 2, 3, .. .  T]  where 1 denotes year 2008, 2 denotes
year 2009, 3 denotes year 2010 and so on. Let hat =  total citation count of keyword a in year t and hbt =  total citation count of
keyword b in  year t. The weighted-citation recency is calculated as follows:

scoreWt (a, b) = (hat +  hbt )  ∗ � ∗ �  (3)

Here, � amplifies the appearance effect and �  amplifies the recency effect. For every non-connected keyword pair (a, b) in
year t, � =  2 if both a and b appear in  a  year t, � =  1 if either a or b appears, other wise � =  0.  The feature value will be  amplified
depending on the current appearances of the keywords (i.e., multiplied by value of �).  For example, if a and b appear in 2008,
scoreWt (a, b)  will be multiplied by  1, if they appear in  2014, then the feature score is multiplied by 7.  The assumption here
is that, keywords having high citation in  the recent years will have high probability to  appear together since they represent
the recent trends. In  this way, we build a time series of feature score scoreWt (a, b)  for the keyword pair (a, b.

4.3. Feature Forecasting and Classification

Considering temporal KCN Gt(Vt, Et), constructed for each year t during the training period, we constructed time series
of features for non-connected keywords pairs. Like other supervised dynamic link prediction studies (da Silva Soares &
Prudêncio, 2012), we employed a deep-learning framework to  forecast the future values of constructed features during the
test phase (i.e., 2015). We  use a  Long Short Term Memory network (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) which is  a  special
kind of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for both forecasting and classification tasks. An LSTM takes sequential data as
input and is  considered well-suited in classifying temporal sequence. The LSTM used in  this study consisted of two  blocks
of memory-cells with two different layers of hidden units. A simple LSTM cell unit takes three inputs (Xt,  ht−1,  Ct−1). Xt is
the input of the current time step, ht−1 is  the output from the previous LSTM unit and Ct−1 is  the “memory” of the previous
unit. As for outputs, ht is the output of the current unit and Ct is  the memory of the current unit.

In our  experiment, time series of feature values were input into a  2-layer LSTM network. The number of timesteps for each
training sample is  seven since the training period is seven years (2008-2014) long. To forecast numerical features values,
linear activation function and MSE  (Mean Squared Error) loss function were used. Categorical features were encoded as
one-hot vectors. In this case, softmax activation function and categorical cross-entropy (loss function) were used. In  all cases,
adam optimization technique was used. Further, these forecasted feature values were then fed as the training samples for our
classification task. This classification task was implemented by adding another LSTM netwrok in the pipeline which includes
a dense layer with a  single neuron as output layer. A  dense layer is  a fully connected layer which means each neuron here
receives input from all the neurons in the previous layer, thus densely connected. In this layer, we used a logistic activation
function named sigmoid which is ideal for assisting in binary mutual exclusive classification problem. This output layer takes
the forecasted feature values and predicts the class (positive/negative) of the keyword pairs.

5. Results

In this section we present our feature forecasting and link prediction results. We first present the feature forecasting
performance followed by the classification performance demonstrated by the LSTM.

5.1. Feature Forecasting Performance

We  used LSTM to forecast the constructed feature values (4.2) for the test period. For each keyword-pair, time series of
both keyword features (4.2.1)  and aggregated features (4.2.2 and 4.2.3), computed during the training period, were input
in LSTM. To evaluate the performance of this forecasting model, we computed the RMSE (root mean squared error) values
by considering the actual feature values in the test year against the forecasted values. Table 6 present the RMSE values
to measure the performance of LSTM in  forecasting. We trained the LSTM model for different number of iterations (i.e.
epochs). The effect of iteration number is visible in the RMSE values. In most cases, a  higher number of iterations results in
more robust model training. The range of actual values for different features can be varied significantly. So we presented
the normalized RMSE values in the range of 0-1. RMSE values in  Go denote that in  this dataset, the forecasting errors were
smaller than those in  Gs which can be attributed to the size of the dataset. In this table, forecasting performance for both the
keyword feature and aggregated 18 features are presented. For comparison’s sake, we also calculated RMSE in forecasting
the preferential attachment score which is a  widely used metric in  the link prediction task. It  is noteworthy that preferential
attachment is  an aggregated network feature that is  computed by multiplying the number of neighbors of each keyword in
a non-connected keyword-pair.
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Table  6
Normalized RMSE values (0-1) calculated on forecasted feature values against true feature values in the test year. Features include both node-level (keyword
features) and edge-level (aggregated features for keyword-pairs). scorePA(a, b) represents the preferential attachment score. vatt , and vaut denote two recursive
centrality values of keywords and vdt denotes degree centrality values of keywords.

Datasets Gs Go

Number of Iteration 100 500 1000 100 500 1000

Aggregated Features (Keyword-pairs)
scoreHat(a, b) 0.112 0.085 0.079 0.036 0.021 0.019
scoreHau(a, b)  0.115 0.080 0.085 0.032 0.018 0.022
scoreH

d
(a, b)  0.114 0.014 0.016 0.033 0.023 0.029

scoreWt (a, b)  0.110 0.011 0.010 0.018 0.016 0.016
scorePA(a, b)  0.114 0.014 0.014 0.009 0.009 0.009
scorePathSim(a, b)  0.132 0.123 0.127 0.082 0.083 0.088

Individual Features (Keyword)
vatt 0.127 0.125 0.125 0.062 0.066 0.066
vaut 0.107 0.100 0.101 0.049 0.048 0.048
vdt 0.029 0.023 0.072 0.013 0.011 0.011
Citation 0.005 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.005

Table 7
Dynamic supervised link prediction performance using AUCROC (AUC) and Accuracy (Acc%) values.

Gs Go

AUC Acc(%) AUC Acc(%)

scoreHat(a, b) 0.738 87.9 0.767 88.2
scoreHau(a, b)  0.743 85.5 0.778 88.0
scoreH

d
(a, b)  0.748 86.4 0.772 87.8

scoreWt (a, b)  0.685 78.9 0.757 87.7
scorePA(a, b)  0.676 88.9 0.754 86.4
scorePathSim(a, b)  0.722 84.6 0.766 87.1

5.2. Link Prediction Performance

The supervised link prediction framework is subject to  highly imbalanced data with a  very large number of instances
with negative labels. In practice, only a  few pairs of keywords participate in true emerging edges out of all possible pairs.
Therefore, following other studies (Choudhury & Uddin, 2016), the ratio of the positive and negative class instances were
set to 1:10. We  also used 30% of the instances for validation and evaluation purposes. Similar to forecasting performance,
Go dataset was found to demonstrate high performance in comparison to Gs.  The AUCROC (i.e., Area Under ROC Curve) is
commonly used for evaluating such imbalanced classification problems. It introduces a probability value to quantify the
uncertainty associated with the classifiers. In case of binary classification, AUCROC enforces a  larger weight on smaller class
by using this threshold value. In Table 7,  we  present both the accuracy and AUCROC scores computed in both Gs and Go

datasets. For comparison’s sake, we  also present the performance of Preferential Attachment metric which is  a well-known
topological similarity metric widely used in  supervised link prediction tasks. It is evident from Table 7 that the features
constructed in this study outperformed the traditional and widely prevalent metric - the preferential attachment, for link
prediction in KCNs. Better performance was observed in  Go rather than Gs which can be attributed to the greater number of
instances. It  is  also evident that the first aggregated feature (temporal community importance) performed better than the
citation weighted recency scores.

Considering other evaluation metrics, the P-R (precision - recall) curve depicts the precision-recall trade-off for a  classifier.
This measurement is widely used in information retrieval. Reviewing both precision and recall is useful in cases where there
is an imbalance in the instances between the two classes. The reason for this is that typically a large number of negative
class instances mean we are less interested in the skill of the model at predicting negative class instances correctly, (i.e., high
true negatives). The most crucial thing of P-R curve is that this calculation does not make use of the true negatives. It is only
concerned with the correct prediction of the minority class, the positive class instances. A P-R curve is a  plot of the precision
in y-axis and the recall in x-axis. In ROC curve, the goal is to have a  model be at the upper left corner, which is  basically
getting no false positives. Whereas, in P-R curve, the goal is to have a model be at the upper right corner, which is basically
getting only the true positives with no false positives and no false negatives. In Fig. 7,  we present both the ROC and P-R
curves of our features (solid lines) including the Preferential Attachment (dashed lines) metrics. The top row represents P-R
and ROC curves in Gs and the bottom row represents the same in Go.  Like the aforementioned performance measurements,
in most cases of this figure, the features constructed in this study outperformed the preferential attachment metric in both
datasets.

In section 3.5,  we  observed that, parent keywords (kp) in  both datasets are notable contenders not only in accruing
emerging links among themselves, but also in forming links with the other types of keywords (i.e., grandparents, children
and guests). While the accretion of new relationships by  the grandparent keywords (kgp) remains significant that represents
the preferential attachment phenomenon in  the emergence of scientific hypotheses via keyword co-occurrences, we tend
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Fig. 7. P-R and ROC curves in both datasets (Gs and Go) to demonstrate the classification performance of the LSTM classifier using the feature values
constructed in this study. Traditional topological similarity metric ‘Preferential Attachment’ was also used to compare the  performance with the constructed
features. Heredity (author) denotes the edge-level aggregated feature temporal community importance scoreHau(a, b). Similarly,Heredity (article) denotes the
temporal community importance scoreHat(a, b).

to observe the impact of parent keywords in predicting future co-occurrence among keywords. Similar to  Fig. 7,  we present
the prediction performance via ROC curve in  Fig. 8,  however, this figure demonstrates the performance degradation due to
the gradual elimination of the parent keywords including the keyword-pairs associated with them from the classification
dataset. Note that in dynamic supervised link prediction, described in  section 4.1,  we constructed classification datasets
comprised of non-connected keyword-pairs both positively and negatively labeled. A keyword-pair is  either positive or
negative depending on its presence or absence in the test period. In this figure, we gradually removed different percentages
(i.e, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, and 100 %) of parent keywords and their associated keyword-pairs from the classification dataset. It
is observable that with the removal of all (100%) keyword-pairs associated with the parent keywords in the classification
dataset, the classification performance by our LSTM classifier degrades closer to the level of a random classifier (diagonal line
from the bottom-left corner to  the top-right corner of the ROC curve). Note that this observation is  valid for the genealogical
features constructed by considering both types of recursive centrality values (vat and vau). Two features considered in these
ROC curves are scoreHat(a, b)  Fig. 8(a-b) and scoreHau(a, b) Fig. 8(c-d). This signifies the impact of genealogical classification
of keywords, proposed in this study, on the growth of keywords co-occurrences networks. Through this classification, we
introduce a set of keywords (parent) other than the representative keywords (grandparents) in a  research domain that not
only contributes in preferential attachment but also supports the prediction of future growth of bibliographic networks.

5.3. PathSim

Heterogeneous knowledge networks often imply rather different structures from that in  homogeneous networks. Edges in
heterogeneous networks indicate the interactions between various types of nodes in  a network, and usually imply similarity
or influence among these nodes. Information is propagated across various kinds of nodes in  a  network, via various kinds of
relationships (i.e., heterogeneous edges). In Fig. 9,  we  present two  snapshots of HBIN constructed for Gs in  the year 2008 and
2014. The green nodes denote the articles (documents), the blue nodes denote the authors and the red nodes denote the
keywords. Correspondingly, the blue edges define the relationships between articles and authors, the orange nodes represent
the relationships between keywords to articles, and the red colored edges define the relationships between keywords and
authors. Note that these snapshots only represent 5-10% of the actual number of nodes and edges due to the size of  the
entire datasets.
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Fig. 8. ROC curves in both datasets (Gs and Go)  to demonstrate the classification performance downturn by  the LSTM classifier with the reduction of
parent keywords (kp) and their associated keyword-pairs from the classification dataset. In all cases, ROC curves were generated by discarding different
percentages (5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 100 %) of parent nodes including their associated keyword-pairs from the test year (2015). Heredity scores (article) (a-b)
denote the aggregated feature named temporal community importance scoreHat(a, b). Similarly, Heredity scores (author) (c-d) denote the feature temporal
community importance scoreHat(a, b).

The similarity between two nodes in HBIN using link-based similarity function is  determined by how the nodes are
connected in a  network that can be described using paths. Two  keywords can be connected via different paths in  a  HBIN
(e.g., keyword1-article-keyword2”, keyword1-article-author-article-keyword2 etc.). Formally, these paths are  called meta-
paths which forms the building block of metapath-based similarity measure, called PathSim (Sun, Han, Yan, Yu, &  Wu,  2011).
Considering the relation between peer nodes should be symmetric, PathSim takes symmetric metapaths into accounts. Given
a symmetric meta-path P,  PathSim calculates similarity between two  nodes a and b as:

scorepathsim(a, b) =
2 ×

∣
∣{pa→b; pa→b ∈ P

}∣
∣

∣
∣{pa→a; pa→a ∈ P

}∣
∣ +

∣
∣{pb→b; pb→b ∈ P

}∣
∣ (4)

Similar to the approach followed in  this study, Sebastian et al. (Sebastian, Siew, & Orimaye, 2017) also viewed the LBD
process as a  link prediction problem and proposed a  new LBD method harnessing the lexico-citation information found in
an HBIN using metapaths. In this study, to compare the prediction performance of our constructed features, we calculated
similarity between non-connected keyword-pairs via  PathSim over time-sliced HBIN constructed for each year in  Gs and Go.
In a similar fashion, followed for the constructed features in this study, we computed a  time series of PathSim scores for
each non-connected keyword-pairs in  each year 2008-2014. Then a PathSim score was forecasted using the LSTM for the
year 2015 which was the input to the dense layer (please see section 4.3) for the classification purpose. In Table 6 and 7, we
present a  performance comparison for the PathSim score against the constructed features in this study. From these tables, it
is observable that PathSim performed well in Go and against the temporal citation-based features constructed in  this study.
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Fig. 9. Heterogeneous bibliographic information network snapshots for Gs in 2008 and 2014. The red  colored nodes denote the keywords, the  green-colored
nodes denote the articles (documents) and the blue colored nodes represent the authors. The orange, red and light blue edges represent the inter-layer
relationships between keywords-articles, keywords-authors and authors-articles respectively. These visualizations include 5-10% of the original nodes and
edges  found in the actual HBIN for those two years inGs.

However, our recursive centrality-based features demonstrated competitive performance against PathSim both in Go and
Gs.

5.4. Distribution of Aggregated Feature Values

In Fig. 10,  we present the distributions of feature values for the proposed aggregated features (i.e., temporal community
importance scoreHau(a, b)  and citation weighted recency). For all positive and negatively-labeled keyword-pairs (samples),
the normalized feature values for both aggregated features are presented as kernel density plots. Distribution of the feature
values for the positive samples (true keyword-pairs in the test year) are presented in green color and the negative samples
are presented in red color. Two observations evident from these figures are described below. It  is noteworthy that, for
temporal community importance score, we only considered the recursive centrality values extracted from the keyword-
author relations.

Firstly, since the overlap between the red and green colored regions may  trigger classification errors, the lower the overlap,
the higher the classification performance. The amount of overlap signifies that the aggregated features computed in this
study have non-trivial discriminatory characteristics. However, in Fig. 11,  we present the distributions of the same feature
without considering the keyword-pairs associated with the parent keywords in  the classification datasets. We  observe
that the overlapped region increases due to  the removal of the keyword-pairs associated with the parent keywords in  the
classification dataset. This is similar to  the observation, described in 5.2,  where we found the link prediction performance
downturn demonstrated by the LSTM classifier. The reduction of the non-overlapped region between feature distributions
of positive and negatively-labeled samples (keyword-pairs) leads to the degraded classification performance demonstrated
by the classifier.

Secondly, in contrast to topological similarity metrics where the high value of the metrics corresponds to the higher
similarity between a  pair of nodes (e.g., having more common neighbors between two nodes in a network), we found that
positively labeled keyword-pairs have high density in lower feature values. This denotes that instead of higher values of
the features, comparatively lower features values have a  high probability in  forming emerging relationships. Although, in
Go, we observe high feature values for positively labeled edge instances in the test period. This fact is  contrary to our  initial
assumption, mentioned in 4.2 that higher values denote higher probability of keyword co-occurrences. Although, exploring
the reason behind this is out of the scope of this study, however, in  Fig. 12,  we present the normalized keyword feature values
(recursive centralities and degree centrality) computed for the test year (i.e., 2015) in both datasets. The lower feature values
can be attributed to  the number of children and guest keywords including the variances in normalized centrality values of
the parent keywords. It  is noteworthy that from the aforementioned figures and tables, we have observed that the parent
community dominates the emerging link formations.
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Fig. 10. Positive and negative class density of two aggregated features: temporal community importance score scoreHau(a, b) where the recursive centrality
measures  were extracted from the keyword-author relations and Citation weighted recency scoreWt (a, b) in both datasets.

Fig. 11. Distribution of feature values for both positive and negative labeled keyword-pairs by considering the aggregated feature “temporal community
importance score” scoreHau(a, b) where the recursive centrality measures were extracted from the keyword-author relations in Gs (left) and Go (right). In
both  cases, feature distributions were computed by discarding the keyword-pairs related to  the parent (kp) keywords.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Scientific progress depends on formulating verifiable and deductible hypotheses generation. This requires both under-
standing and informed inferences from existing knowledge and information (Choi et al., 2018). The rapid growth of scientific
knowledge and over specializations (domain-specific fragmentation) may  engender opportunities to derive solutions from
one domain to address problems in  another, although the underlying relationship may  remain implicit or the concerned
groups from both domains are unaware of the work of each other (Hristovski, Peterlin, & Dzeroski, 2001). However, the
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Fig. 12. Distribution of two different centrality values (i) recursive centrality values extracted from the keyword-author relations (left) and (ii)  degree
centrality  of the keywords participating in the positively labeled edges during the test year in both datasets. Color codes represent the genealogical
communities of keywords.

continuous surge in  the number of published scientific literature limits the scope of analyses an individual can accomplish
to extract these novel and implicit relationships between disjoint concepts, topics and domains (Wren et al., 2004). Prolifer-
ation of scientific production inhibits scientists and policymakers to detect trending subject areas and the linkages among
these areas in  their research fields, and mapping the dynamics of science to plan for research progress (He, 1999). human
comprehension of such massive information and knowledge is challenging when it exceeds the scale of human analytical
skills. For example, as mentioned by  Spangler et al. (Spangler et al., 2014), it is  inconceivable for a  scholar to possibly assim-
ilate, recall and accurately process all the known facts relevant to protein functions, relationships between proteins and
identifications of roles of a particular protein related to  a disease while there are over 70000 articles on a single protein -
the tumour suppressor ’p53’. Thus, there is  a  great difference between what is known, and what we know as individuals
from the collective and multidisciplinary knowledge within a given domain. Further, the specialization or fragmentation of
literature may  promote poor communication between specialties since scientists tend to communicate more within their
fragments than the broader community engaged within the domain (Swanson, 2001). According to Ganiz et al. (Ganiz et al.,
2005), Literature Based Discovery (LBD) addresses the challenge of seemingly boundless increases in  scientific knowledge
including knowledge overspecialization faced by  the scientific communities. However, existing LBD models suffer from the
lack of generalized predictive model to  successfully predict the emerging trends in  such discoveries. Despite their success,
LBD techniques including text analysis, information retrieval and natural language processing are deprived of the benefits
of bibliometrics, specially the analytical advantages of dynamic keyword co-occurrence networks (KCNs). These KCNs and
network analysis methods are found to be supportive in  identifying technological trends, analyse research topics and fol-
low their evolution and track the development of innovation system research (Dotsika &  Watkins, 2017). Further, temporal
dynamics of KCN and community-aware features are  underutilized in the process of literature-based hypotheses generation
(Henry & McInnes, 2019). To this end, this study proposed a  predictive model for LBD prediction that integrates tempo-
ral evolution of KCN, genealogical communities, and citation counts of keywords to  construct predictive features, and a
recurrent neural network for forecasting and prediction tasks.

The KCNs in  this study were comprised of author selected keywords which best describe the research themes referred
by the corresponding authors and are also considered as knowledge entities. The feature engineering process built novel
features for both keywords (node) and keyword-pairs (edge defined by co-occurrences of keywords). Similar to this study,
previous studies (Sebastian, Siew, & Orimaye, 2017) also viewed the LBD process as a link prediction problem to  predict
citation by  using HBIN (heterogeneous bibliographic information networks). This study differs from the previous studies
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by considering different recursive cemtrality measures computed from both unipartite and bipartite networks and the
genealogical communities developed by considering the temporal network evolutions.

In this study, we developed two recursive centrality measures by considering two types of bipartite relations: keyword-
author and keyword-article. We  also considered the degree centrality of keywords extracted from temporal unipartite
KCNs. These centrality measures were used to  define temporal communities depending on genealogical relationships among
keywords. The relative importance of temporal citation counts of keywords was also used as keyword features. Bipartite
recursive centrality values including the degree centrality, genealogical community information and relative importance of
temporal citation counts were used to construct edge-level (keyword-pairs) features. Seven years of training period was
used to built time series of both node and edge-level features those were input into an LSTM network to forecast the feature
values in  the test year. With relatively trivial forecasting error, the forecasted feature values were used in supervised link
prediction to  classify both positive and negatively labeled non-connected keyword-pairs. The performance of the LSTM
classifier was measured using well-known performance metrics and also compared against prevailing network topological
similarity metric used in  link prediction. High performance of the constructed feature indicates that these features are not
only supportive in  dynamic supervised link prediction but also can be beneficial in predicting literature based knowledge
discovery or emerging trend detection. We also compared the prediction performance of the constructed features against
features (i.e., PathSim) extracted from heterogeneous bibliographic information networks (HBIN) comprised of different
types of relations (i.e., keywords-authors, keywords-articles, and authors-articles relationships). PathSim considered the
symmetric metapaths in HBIN.

Despite the better performance measurements, this study is  not free from any limitation. The first limitation comes from
the lack of accommodating domain experts in  identifying semantic similarity of keywords and various forms of abbreviations.
Secondly, in this study we used manual name disambiguation instead of any standard methods to  clean the author names
including which can further be explored in  future studies. Finally, the semantic relationships between textual contents
were not  considered in  this study. The reason behind is that we only considered the author defined keywords those are
not semantically presented in  the scientific literature but only co-appears if the corresponding authors recognize them as
relevant. To be more precise, author selected keywords appear as metadata information in  the scientific literature. These
keywords were not  extracted from the actual textual contents of the literature (e.g., abstract or  introduction) where the
semantics matter.

This study can further be extended in various ways. Firstly, this study considered previous year’s information to identify
communities of keywords in the current year. However, future studies can consider further historical information (more than
one previous year’s information) to  determine such communities. Other centrality measures and network community detec-
tion algorithm can be used to compare the performance of link prediction using community-aware features. Further, some
weighting strategies can be  followed to assign weights on edges between keywords belonging to either same community
or different communities.
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7. Dataset and Code

The dataset and programming codes used in this study is  available a  https://github.com/faisal-iut/linkPrediction
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